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What other cutter can cut up to 40 layers of plastic film at once? Or paper layered to a
similar thickness?

Näytä verkossa

All highlights at a glance.

Ergonomic shape

Yes, even this unusual cutting tool is ergonomically shaped. The large
handle fits firmly and securely in your hand. Its made to carry out
energetic cutting under pressure.

Especially robust

High quality materials have been solidly machined: the robust design will
suit many cutting applications. The guide bar is also made of metal and is
therefore particularly abrasion resistant.

For any hand

Whether you work flat out with the right or left hand doesn't matter with
the SECUMAX ZEPHER. What's important is that you get going. Because
this safety knife transmits your energy in the best possible way into a
clean and safe cut.
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2-cutting edge blades

Before you have to change the quality blade, you can turn It over once.
That will double the usage time of your blade and reduce the energy you
consume. Because your product will cut like new again.

Order number 336.02

Packaging unit 1 in single unit box

Measurements (L x W x H) 225 x 16.5 x 103 mm

Weight product 172 g

Cutting depth 5.1 mm

Basic material Plastic

Replacement blade
Packaging unit

TRAPEZOID BLADE NO.
694
10 in magazine

Article No 436

Material Plastics

Blade change YES

Stainless steel NO

Detectable NO

Color Black

Food safe NO

Order number 336.02

Measurements 225x16.5x103mm

Weight product 172 g

Cutting depth 5.1 mm

Replacement blade Blade No 694

Packaging unit 1 in single unit box (10 knives in
multipack)
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